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Dear Readers:
As we move into 2014, I would ask that you
mark your calendars with the date of our 47th
Annual Meeting which will be held on August
3, 2014. Our speaker this year will be a representative of the Sylvio O. Conte National
Fish and Wildlife Refuge from the Nulhegan
Basin Division in Essex County. Over the past
year, we have worked with Inception Technologies, Inc. to have some of our historical items
converted to DVD so that they will continue to
be preserved in a more usable format. The
Essex County Heralds that were on microfilm
are now on DVD and can be viewed by computer at the Museum. Also, there are several
pictures taken in and around Island Pond that
were converted from glass negative to DVD.
These pictures are from the collections of F.
S. Marsh and P. H. Dale and we believe that
they date back to the late 1800’s and very
early 1900’s.
Our secretary, Betty Goupee Gilfillan has
been able to convert many slide collections
that have been donated by families over the
years. These slides mainly show people
and events in Island Pond in the 1970’s and
1980’s. They can also be viewed by computer
at the Museum.
Chris Dale is currently working on the final
two chapters of the Island Pond History that
has been a work in progress for several years.
Chris anticipates that his work will be finished
by the 2014 Annual meeting. When completed, the book will be sent out to be published.
I would like to thank all who have donated
items to the Historical Society this year. Many
of those items have been added to the displays at the Museum. There were many new
visitors at the Museum this year and even if
they did not share a history with Island Pond,
they appreciated the wealth of history that is
displayed there.
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Students were allowed to look at or hold
many of the artifacts from
Brighton’s history such
as lumbering tools, Civil
War cutlery, a mustache
cup, paintings, uniforms,
and railroad memorabilia.
While accompanying the
students as they walked
through the museum, Mr.
Biron explained the items
on display and shared his
knowledge about Brighton’s rich history.
After the visit by the
students, Mr. Biron stated
that the students were
attentive and showed an
interest in learning about the history of the
Town of Brighton. He mentioned that the
thoughtful questions posed by the students
showed a good understanding of his talk
and their observations of the artifacts at
the museum. This understanding was also
shown in comments made by the students
in the “Thank you” letters they wrote to Mr.
Biron.
After the museum visit, Mr. Willis wrote,
“Students not only learned local history,
but they were able to hold it in their hands.
This was a powerful, yet fun day in the local

Brighton Students Visit Museum
by Mike Bresette

In May, the 7th and 8th grade classes at
Brighton Elementary School, along with their
teacher, Tyler Willis, visited the Island Pond
Historical Museum. The students were met
at the museum by Cliff Biron, museum curator, who guided them during their visit.
Mr. Biron told the students that the town
was chartered in 1781 as the Town of Random. It was known as Random until 1832
when it was changed to Brighton by the
Vermont State Legislature.
The students examined photographs of the town from different periods of its history. In letters to Mr. Biron,
several of the students mentioned
that the pictures helped them to better understand the history of the town
and the changes that have taken place
over the years. They were especially
surprised to see pictures of the railroad
station when there were many more
tracks. Mr. Biron explained about how
busy the railroad yard was and its
importance in transportation between
Montreal and Portland, Maine.
Island Pond Historical Society
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Webster Letters From Vermont

Bob Webster who read this cemetery in 1974.
About this same time I sent for the probate
records of Alma’s father Waterman Webster
who died in California December 1890. The
probate record listed only his wife and his son
as survivors. So it became more certain that
Alma, buried at Island Pond, was Charles'
sister. At that point I didn't know where else to
turn to determine for certain if this was indeed
our Alma. They were the only two Websters
on the 1870 census at Island Pond, and everything seemed to fit, so I entered her death
date and moved on in my research.
Fast forward to this year. I recently discovered I had lost the digital scans I had of the
letters, along with the digital transcriptions of
the letters, during a computer crash several
years back. I had printed out the scans and
the transcriptions, so didn't realize until I
wanted to copy the transcriptions into “One
Note” that they were gone. So I re-scanned
the letters and re-transcribed them. While doing so I decided to check out the newspapers
for that time period, to add a few news items
from the papers to verify happenings written
about in the letters. I had determined earlier
who the uncles were, and used the census to
determine some of the others mentioned in
the letters. More meat on the bones for the
planned family history! While doing this I was
also expanding on the family, as many more
records are now available on familysearch.org,
along with images of some vital documents.
As I did all this I wanted to learn a little more
about Island Pond itself, so searched for area
histories etc., and happened upon the Island
Pond Historical Society address. I contacted
the Historical Society with a request regarding
the burial of Alma Webster, the main letter writer. I was hoping that her death record would
list her parents, but unfortunately it did not.
However, I do believe the Alma A Webster,
buried in the Old Protestant Cemetery in Island
Pond, is indeed a part of our family.
Betty Gilfillan of the Island Pond Historical
Society provided me with Alma’s death record,
as well as photos of her headstone, for which

by Eileen Stahl

Some years back, when I started looking
into our family histories, we were gifted with
a series of letters, most written by Alma Webster from Island Pond, Vermont to her brother
Charles in Michigan, dating from 1871-1873.
Alma’s brother was my husband’s great-great
grandfather, and the letters were gifted by his
mother (my beloved mother-in-law). As letters
go, the information in them dealt with uncles,
aunts and acquaintances of the person writing
the letters and the person receiving the letters.
However, some one-hundred-twenty years
later, these names were not familiar to our
generations, and as most of their last names
did not appear in the letters, it was my quest to
find out which side of the family these uncles
belonged to. Also, no one seemed to know
for sure what happened to Alma, the writer of
most of these letters.
I posted a message regarding the Webster
letters, to a list in early 1997 and was contacted by a lady who published a newsletter
called “Across the Border”, which apparently
wasn't published for very long. She put my
posted message into her newsletter, and in
May of 1997 I received a letter from a man
from North Carolina.
His mother had been raised in Island Pond,
and one of his relatives had married a Webster, so he took a look through the information
he had collected. He sent me a page from a
survey of the graves of the “Old Protestant
Cemetery” at Island Pond, Vermont. This survey was sent to him by the relative who had
married a Webster. It was Mrs Lois Webster,
along with her sister and brother, and their
spouses who completed this survey in 1974.
I don't know if this survey was ever published,
but listed on this page was Alma A Webster.
Oct. 3, 1874, age 22y 8m, and the inscription
from the headstone. As an aside, I recently
found a 2012 Vermont obituary for Robert
Webster (whose wife was Lois), he was a
county cemetery trustee, and may well be the
Island Pond Historical Society
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I am extremely grateful. I would like to believe
these letters were preserved and passed down
through the family, so that Alma would not be
forgotten. Below is a copy of the headstone
photo and the inscription that is written on it. I
hope that this article, containing excerpts from
Alma’s letters will keep her memory alive and
cherished in the hearts of all family members.
This is also my way to say “Thank You” to
Betty Gilfillan and the Island Pond Historical
society, for their help and the photos they have

The shore of the spirit land
I have put the letters in the order they were
written, and because not all were dated, some
dates are approximate. I have been able to
date these letters according to happenings
that were written in them. Certain events have
been documented, using census, vital records
and newspapers that reflect the happenings
contained in the letters. The letters contain
little if any punctuation. I do not know if it was
ever there or it has just faded away through
the years.
For this reason I have put the excerpts into
quotations, and in some cases also added
punctuation. The text that is in italic is just
how it was written in the letter, spelling errors
and all. Enjoy!

The Letters
The first letter is dated Dec. 3, 1871. Alma
mentions “there has not been much snow
here yet“, and that “they began logging this
week“, and then “they are going to start the
mill Monday“. She also mentions “there is an
offal going of men around here now”. She later mentions “Uncle Desmond has gone into
the woods to take charge of a gang of men”.
I believe she is talking about Dimond Stone,
as I have not found any other relative with a
name like Desmond. Later she mentions “I
went over to Mr. Horners dedication Ball” then,
“and went to the Thanksgiving Ball”. She also
writes “Martha Ladd has been in Portland all
summer but got home last friday night”. I found
two Martha Ladds on the 1870 census one
is a married woman with a family, the other
is a girl just a couple of years younger than
Alma. I am not sure which one she is writing
about. She then goes on to say “Mother has
not been in the shop for about too weeks”, she
then mentions that “Mrs Dunlop has been sick”
…… “Mr Dunlop has got home”, and goes on
to say “Fan & her husband live there at home”.
Fan being the daughter of Mr & Mrs Dunlop.

provided for me.
ALMA A WEBSTER
Died Oct. 3, 1874
Age 22y 7m
Away from earth’s cold tempest
She’s joined the angel band
She treads the distant smiling shore
Island Pond Historical Society

(Continued on Page 6)
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(Webster Letters Continued from Page 5)
This letter is only partially dated as June
the 3, 18, it’s likely 1872. Alma writes “Mother still works in the shop. Dunlop is at home
this summer, he has not been doing anything
this winter he feels contented to stayat home
since the girls have got married”. Searching
the 1870 census I found listed above Alma
and her mother Maria, a family by the name of
Dunlop, with two daughters Sarah and Fanny
living with them.
Familysearch.org finds a marriage for Sarah
L Dunlop of Brighton in Aug. 1870. Also a marriage for J F Dunlap in Oct. 1871. Then Alma
writes “Martha Ladd is going to Portland this
week to spend the summer with her sister”.
The 1870 census found a Martha Ladd (16),
daughter of Clark and Susan Ladd living at
Brighton, and another Martha Ladd, married
with a family. But probably it is the same one
that is mentioned in the December letter.
She goes on to write “Cora Mosse is going to
Saco to stay a while”. I found nothing on this
person or the place. Possibly it is Cora Morre,
or maybe Morse, as Alma’s r’s and s’s are
almost identical. Then she writes “Seth Ladd
stuck a Harrow tooth through his foot the other
day that will lay him up for a while”. I found a
Seth W Ladd (age 11) on the 1860 census for
Brighton, son of Clark and Susan Ladd. She
then writes “Uncle William has gone away”.
This is William Carrick, her mother’s brother.
She then writes “Florence has gone to Holland
to teach school”. Florence is the daughter of
William Carrick, Alma’s cousin. She ends the
letter with “you must excuse a short letter and
bad writing for this time for Cora is waiting for
me to go to the Office”. I presume she means
the Post Office.
This next letter Alma wrote to her brother
is dated July 30, 1872, it makes reference to
her brother Charles’marriage. She also writes
“There is going to be a Circus here tomorrow”.
I was not able to find anything in the newspapers about a circus. She then writes “Mrs
Dunlop is sick so Mother has not been in the
shop for almost two weeks” and “I had a letter
Island Pond Historical Society

from Ella Robinson”. I am not completely sure
who this is, but John Carrick (believed to be
Alma’s uncle) married Martha Robinson, Ella
is probably related to her. Census searches
find several Ella Robinsons, both in Stanstead,
Quebec, and in Vermont. She continues with
“John has gone to Mass to work this summer”
this would be John Carrick. She then writes
“Uncle William is down to St. Johnsbery this
summer”, William Carrick being her mother’s
brothers. “Florence is teaching school in Holland”, Florence is William Carrick’s daughter,
Alma’s cousin. And then she writes “Billy
Webster was here the other day”. I have not
been able to determine who this is, or if he is
related. She again mentions her friend Cora,
but no last name. I have searched the Island
Pond 1870 census, but did not find a Cora.
The next letter was written by Alma’s mother,
Maria Webster (nee Carrick), and dated Aug.
1, 1872. She writes quite a bit about Charles’
marriage, that I won’t go into, and most of the
same things Alma has written about “their was
a circus here a short time ago” “the first one
that was ever in this place” and “William has
gone to St Johnsbury to work this summer”
and “Florence is teaching school” then “Dimond family are as well as usual” and also “I
got a letter from Martha, she is living alone this
summer” and “John is in New Hampshire to
work on the railroad”, again referring to John
Carrick, and his wife Martha J (nee Robinson).
And, “Billy Webster was here not long ago,
he has gone out West”, again, I don’t know
who he is. Then, “there is a young man in this
place that is going to start this week for the
west, he is going to see the Western States, I
told him if he went to Bay City to be sure and
find you, his name is Clark” Not much to go on
here, is Clark his first name or his last name?
She then writes “I suppose Alma has written
to you that Whit Hastings is married out west”
I have not attempted to find out anything of
Whit Hastings.
Another letter from Maria to Charles dated
Sept. 1, 1872. She writes “it rains most of the
time and has for a long time.” It seems that
6
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this was a very wet year, but then maybe most
years are wet in this area. She then writes “I
see Mr Rosebrook the other day he said he
had got a letter from you and should answer
it soon”.
The 1870 census finds three Rosebrook
families. Geo T, his wife and family; Wm R and
his wife; and E B, his wife and children, all are
shown as farmers. Later on she writes “It is
John Carrick that is away to work this summer”
and “I had a letter from Martha the other day”,
a better explanation of who she spoke of in her
previous letter I suspect. Again Martha (nee
Robinson) is John Carrick’s wife.
An undated letter Alma wrote to her brother
can be roughly dated by the mention of her
brother’s wife. Charles was married in May of
1872, so this letter was written sometime after
that date and could fit in between the previous
ones written by her mother. She writes “It has
been quite sickly here this summer & people
have been very much excited about the Small
Pox but I do not know of only one case” and
later “we are getting ready for a festival here
friday night”. She also writes “Orra Coe is
going to be married next Saturday she is going to marry an Albee fellow that lives out on
the Charleston road” I was not able to find a
marriage for Orra, but did find her on the 1910
census still living at Brighton, and a death record for George Henry Albee, listing his wife
as Ora Coe. She then writes “Martin Ladd has
got back here to live”. Then later “I started to
go down to Edas yesterday & who should I
meet but Mr Springer & wife they come from
the West Saturday night” she also mentions
“…. a little French fellow that works for the I P
H”. I would like to knowwhat I P H stands for.
Then she writes “Fan has got a little girl” This
would be Fannie Skillens (nee Dunlop).
This letter is written jointly by Maria and
Alma dated Nov. 10th and 11th 1872. Maria
writes “Dear Children” she also writes “wages are not very high here this fall but may be
better in the spring”. This because she was
hoping that Charles and his wife would return
to Island Pond to live, they did not return. And
Island Pond Historical Society

then“the Mills have shut down here for a few
weeks to give the men a rest”.
The next day Alma writes “Dear Sister”.
She also writes “there was a dance here friday night but I did not go” and later “there is
going to be a great Rail Road Ball here on the
28th of next month” and “there is going to be
a Sociable next Wednesday evening I think I
shall go”. She later writes “I suppose you have
heard of the offal fire that is raging in Boston,
they commenced yesterday to blow up building, that being the only way that they thought
they could stop it” All the newspapers have
articles of the Boston Fire in November 1872.
Another letter from Maria dated Dec. 1872.
She again writes “Dear Children” addressing
both Charles and his wife, Mary. She writes
“the Mill is going to start up again in a few
days” and “they are waiting now for the pond
to get a little stronger” as well as “we have
had no snow and not much cold weather until
lately”. And then “we are a going to have a
Christmass tree in Chuney’s hall”, it seems this
may be Cheney’s. She goes on to write that
she will not have anything to hang on the tree,
and won’t be going. She also writes “there is
to be a railroad ball the 27th” and “they have
given out 300 invitations” she adds information about Alma going to the ball, so she may
have received an invitation. Then she writes
“I some expect to have to move before long,
the man that owns the house wants to sell it”
and “I dont know where I could get a rent for
every hole and corner is packed full and rents
are so high they go beyond the pictures with
me”. This gives the idea that Island Pond is
a bustling place with lots of traffic. Then she
writes “Dunlop is at home smoking his pipe
the same as usual”. Again using the census,
I found that Mr. Dunlop was a engineer, which
I presume was a good paying occupation, and
so he probably worked when he was inclined
to do so, sort of semi-retired.
This letter dated Feb. 17, 1873, written by
Alma is addressed “Dear Sister Mary”. She
writes “I have been to school today” and then
“school has not got but three weeks longer to
(Continued on Page 8)
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(Webster Letters Continued from Page 7)
keep and I shall be glad when it is done” I was
surprised that Alma was attending school, as
she would have been almost 22 years old at
the time of this writing. The following sounds
more like someone of her age “I went to a
dance last Tuesday night and Saturday evening I went to a sociable” and then “there was
a lot went out to one of the Camps the same
night but I did not care to go”. She then tells of
how she has been invited out and tells about
getting ready“I have got to melt snow to work
with, there is plenty of water in the well but
something oils the pipes so that I cant pump
it”. She then tells “There was a man killed here
friday morning by the cars, it was horrible,
there was not a whole bone in him, he was
crushed into a shapeless mass, his brother
works here in a shop” ...“the morning that the
poor fellow was killed the other one went over
to the Station when he got a dispatch that his
Mother was dead, think of the poor fellow, but
I think it would have killed her seeing her son
brought home the way he was, if she had not
died before”. I have added punctuation here
to make it more readable. Although I thought
this would be newsworthy, I could not find
any information about this accident in the
newspapers.
The next letter written by Alma, dated March
31st, 1873 is in two parts, to her brother, and
to her sister. To her brother she writes “I hope
next month that some of the snow will go off”
“they call it six & seven feet deep in the woods”
and “I dont think there will be a great deal of
sugar made” and later “They have put up a
temporary Depot and this summer they are
going to build a fine one”, this probably refers
to a March 14, 1873 item, that appeared in
the Caledonian newspaper of St Johnsbury,
which reads: Fire at Island Pond - a special
dispatch states that the Grand Trunk station at
Island Pond, with all its contents, was totally
destroyed by fire this afternoon, March 11th.
She also writes “Uncle Diamond folks are going to move the last of this week I believe into
the Island Pond House”. I am not sure if she
Island Pond Historical Society

is referring to a house once lived in by Dimond
Stone and his family, or the hotel that he and
a partner operated. A news item appeared in
the Argus and Patriot (Montpelier, VT) newspaper, March 6, 1873 and reads: Hotel Change
- G. G. Waterhouse, who has proved a great
success as a landlord at Island Pond, has
been compelled by ill health to give up hotel
keeping, and is to be succeeded by John W
Bartlett and Dimond Stone. “Dime” Stone is a
high “trump” in that line, and will make good
the most sanguine expectation of his friends.
To her sister Alma writes “there is not much
going on here now for the snow is so deep that
people cant get out unless they are obliged to”
and then writes “ I am not going to school this
spring for we are going to move and I have so
much to do” then “I don’t know where we are
going to move to for evry house is occupied”
and “but the house we live in has been sold
and we have to move somewhere”. Maybe a
good thing that Uncle Dimond got into the hotel
business, if they couldn’t find anything else,
the hotel could put a roof over their heads. As
an after-though, Alma writes in the top margin
of the letter “Andrew was up to see us the other evening he works for the Norton Mills Co.
this winter”. I would love to know who Andrew
was! Maria’s father is believed to have been
Andrew Carrick, and often names are handed
down through families. I have found a number
of Andrew Carricks in surrounding areas, and
wonder if he may also have been a relative.
In the next letter written April 27, 1873. Alma
again writes to her new Sister “the snow is
most gone but the roads are almost impossible” then “I wish you could be here to get some
new sugar for we have some that is very nice”
and “I went to a sugar party last week”. She
then writes “the Mill is not running here now
for the logs are froze in so hard they cant get
them out” and “next thursday is the 1st of May
but I guess we shant have any May Party for
there is to much snow I guess we shant have a
great many May flowers either”. This seems to
contradict her earlier statement that the snow
was most gone. But I suppose if they had six
8
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to seven feet of snow, having a foot or two
still left on the ground would make it almost
gone. She goes on to write “Riley Langmaid
has got home from the reform school they
let him come back because he was sick but
he is going back if he gets better”, the 1870
census also finds a Riley Langmaid, but he is
only 11, so could only have been 14 when this
letter was written. She then writes “Charley
Wells has been up and made us a visit”, the
1870 census finds several Charles Wells in
Vermont, but none in Essex county. He may
have been from another county or may also
have been from Stanstead, Quebec.
Another letter from Alma written May 27th,
1873 to Mary Webster that starts “Dear Sister”. After the usual pleasantries she writes “ I
went for a drive Sunday afternoon and went to
Charleston” and later “I went out on the river
on a Raft the other day” “the river runs close
to our house so some of the boys was out
there & I went to”... “I had lots of fun but did
not dare to go a great waise for fear I should
get swamped”. As this was written in May and
it seemed that they needed to move in March,
I suspect the house by the river is their new
residence. I have looked at the modern day
Island Pond maps on Google, but was unable
to figure out where the river was. She then
goes on to write “I have me a new dress but
have not got it made yet but hope to soon”. At
the end of the letter almost as an after thought
she writes “there are quite a number going
from here to Portland tomorrow to the circus”.
I know that the trains ran from Island Pond to
Portland, but I would have thought it was a
long trip. I am curious to know how long the
train took to get from Island Pond to Portland.
The next letter has the top ripped away,
so is missing both a date and some of the
letter. Each letter is written on a single sheet
of paper folded in half like a card. Most of the
stationary used in these letters is embossed
with the letter W. It was not difficult for me to
give this letter an approximate date. I it would
have been written about June of 1873. Alma
writes to both her brother and sister, this time
Island Pond Historical Society

to her sister first. She writes “so you have
got a little boy have you”, Charles’ first son
was born May 24th, 1873, this is how I was
able to date this letter so easily. She goes on
“writing school comences tuesday night. I am
going if nothing happens” then reports “the
strawberries are beginning to get ripe” and “I
am going to put up a lot of berries if I can get
them”. This leads me to wonder if these are
wild strawberries. Then there is some missing. Alma then writes to her brother “there is
nothing going on here only some building” and
“they are going to work on the Station soon”
more of the letter is missing and then she
writes “Dunlop has been at home all winter
but he is going to Lancaster to run an Engine
tomorrow”. Then writes “Lizzie Winslow and
Seth Laddare married and have gone to Portland”. Familysearch finds their marriage, June
3rd 1873 at Brighton.
On July 5th, 1873 Alma again writes to
her sister. Only a few lines to extract here,
they start with “I went to Coaticook the 1st of
July” and “I stayed to the Ball and did not get
home until the next afternoon I saw lots of my
relations and they inquired after Charley” then
“there was nothing going on here the fourth”. I
was surprised, as I thought the 4th of July was
always a day of great celebration. She goes on
to write “there is going to be a sabbath school
Concert tonight”. She explains that she is not
a part of it, as it is not her Denomination. She
then comments “the strawberries are getting
ripe very fast”.
The last letter written from Island Pond is
another that is not dated, but I have placed it
as Sept. /Oct. 1873. In this letter Alma writes
to her brother and states “it is very sickly
here” and “last week there was four deaths
and there has been two & three most every
week all summer”. She then writes “there
was a man dead his throat cut last week out
in the woods” and “there was an ax laying on
the ground the handle resting on something”
“he was walking along and slipped on it” “the
ax flew up and hit him in the side of the throat
(Continued on Page 10)
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(Webster Letters Continued from Page 9)
and it cut of the principal vane and he bled
to death” “they could not stop it” “it was the
offulst thing I have heard of for a long time”.
A newspaper article published Oct. 24, 1873
in the St. Albans Messenger, tells the story a
little differently, but the result was the same,
the man died when an axe cut the main blood
vein in his neck. She then writes “there was
an other colision on the Rail Road yesterday...
“nine persons were badly hurt but none killed”.
I found no newspaper items that referred to
this happening. Later on she writes “MrsYoung
has been out and made us a visit...” “Emma
Stone has gone home with her but is not going
to stop long” and, “Uncle Diamond is doing
very well this summer”. She goes on to write
“Sarah Dunlop Haynes has got another baby”,
I did a search for a Haynes baby born 1873
on familysearch.org, but found only his death
record, it contained his date of death and his
age and calculating from that, he was born in
Aug. 1873.
There is one more letter from Vermont, this
written to Charles by his mother Maria, from
Burlington, Vt.,dated March 17th, 1882. I add
excerpts from this letter to the article because
she is leaving Vermont, never to return. She
was on her way to Michigan to live with her
son, whose wife had died, leaving him with 4
children to care for. She writes “I have not been
out of doors this winter” and “I have suffered
a great deal this winter with rhuematicks it is
not so bad in warm weather”. Then she writes
“I shall pack my things and send them from
here in Charley’s name” and, “I am going to
the pond first and then to Canada to see Johns
folks” then “they will want me to stay their this
summer but I shall not stop but a short time”. I
can only presume that it is John Carrick she is
speaking of, and if that is the case, it is unlikely
then that he is her brother, possibly a cousin.
She then writes “Em is getting ready to go
away on a visit” “she asked me the other day
if I was going to be gone all summer” and “I
shall tell her before she goes away that I shall
never come back here”. Maria was found on
Island Pond Historical Society

the 1880 census living with her sister and family, Dimond Stone, wife Permelia, and nieces
Louvia and Emma. I suspect that because Em
is mentioned in this letter, that she remained
with them for the next couple of years. Permelia died in 1892 at Rutland, Vermont, so I
don’t know how long they lived at Burlington.
I suspect that a city directory for Burlington
might tell that story.
Maria Webster outlived all of her immediate family, her daughter Alma, her husband
Waterman Webster, and her son Charles, as
well as one grandson Herbert Webster. She
died at Nunda twp., Michigan, March 1902.
Her grandson Charles A Webster, the baby boy
mentioned in the above letters, was witness
and informant to her death.
In Memorium
Alma Webster was born Feb. 12, 1852 at
Manchester, NH. Neither her birth, nor that of
her brother Charles (born Oct. 20, 1849 also
at Manchester, NH), are registered there. It
has taken me a long time to find the evidence
I needed to corroborate what their father,
Waterman Webster, wrote in his last letter to
his son Charles in 1890. The family does not
appear on the 1850 census for Manchester,
NH either, even though they did live there.
I have determined this using the 1850 City
Directory for Manchester, NH which finds W
Webster, a tailor, boarding with Mrs B Batchelder. Mrs Betsy Batchelder is listed in the
same directory at the address mentioned by
Waterman Webster in his letter to Charles: “4
Vine Street”. The map that is in the city directory shows Vine street as only one block, and
appears to be an alley, this is probably why
it was missed on the census. The 1852 city
directory for Manchester lists Waterman Webster, tailor, living in a house on Bridge St. at
the corner of Union Street. So, despite the lack
of birth registrations, and the 1850 census, I
have determined that both children were born
at Manchester, NH. The only census I have
found Alma on (1870), lists her birth place as
10
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NH, and this census (1870) also finds Charles
at Portsmouth, Bay Co., Michigan, he also
gives New Hampshire as his birthplace. As
many may already question, this family did not
stay together. Waterman is found on the 1860
census in California, where he died in 1890.
However, his wife Maria, and son Charles are
listed as his only survivors, and both inherited
from his estate. Charles spent his winters in
the woods of northern Michigan, from 18661890. He died in a railroad accident Jan. 31st,
1894, at Nunda twp., Michigan.
A brief news item in the Ypsilanti Commercial (Ypsilanti, MI), Feb. 9, 1894 reads: Charles
Webster a deaf mute, aged 46, was killed near

Wolverine by a Michigan Central train. This
item originally appeared Feb. 2, 1894 in the
Daily Telegram, (Adrian, MI) and was worded
the same as above. This was news to us, as
we did not know Charles was deaf. Except, I
had this nagging thought, that I did know he
had a hearing problem. So I went back to the
letters, and found that in the Aug. 1st, 1872
letter to Charles from his mother Maria, she

The group picture above may have been of the Congregational church ladies or a group of
Island Pond ladies at a gathering on the Dale house lawn around 1900. This photo was recently copied from the P.H. Dale / F.S. Marsh collection of glass negatives.
Island Pond Historical Society
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An account of a talk delivered to
Island Pond Historical Society
By Paul Lefebvre
I have been asked to write an account of
the talk I gave at the Society Annual Meeting
on August 4, 2013. I don’t believe I am the
most qualified person to provide such a report,
as I took no notes and only have a passing
recollection of what was said. I do recall the
two themes the talk revolved around, as they
are themes that often surface in the columns I
write and in the books I have published: Home
and place.
The two may seem similar or interchangeable when we speak of Island Pond, our hometown. Home, I think, is often an abstraction
steeped in memory, with a touch of imagination
thrown in for good measure. Home conjures
up images of an irretrievable past, and on
many occasions is as impossible to attain as
youth and innocence.
A place, on the other hand, is made of much
more solid stuff. Yet, it is never static. Like
something organic, it is always in the process
of becoming something else. Sometimes it
takes us a while to recognize it when we see
it. And sometimes we have to live outside of it
to understand the hold it has on us. Or, in the
words of the old gospel tune, “You don’t miss
your water until the well runs dry.”
I was lucky. I had help from an unlikely
quarter when it came to realizing and acknowledging the place where I was from — the place
that resides inside me. Here is an excerpt
from that discovery as written in my second
collections of columns, Perimeter Check II,
2004-2008:
Years before I started to write a column
about the corner of Vermont where I live — the
Upper Kingdom — I had a conversation with a
writer who is more of close acquaintance than
a friend. I mean him no disrespect by making
such a distinction, but rather I think it better
Island Pond Historical Society

characterizes my relationship with him. He
is very talented writer, the author of several
books and countless essays, the recipient
of many literary awards, and someone with
whom frankly a friendship might be a difficult bridge to maintain. Writers make prickly
friends, at best.
With that said, he has always been generous in his comments toward my own work
and willing to talk about the craft and what it
takes to make a piece of writing work. Early on
in our acquaintance, he made an observation
that struck me as presumptuous and off the
mark. He said a writer could not write the truth
about the place where he lived or the people
who lived there. That his proximity to either
one would distort his perceptions or cause him
to tread cautiously out of fear of exposing what
is banal or false in someone. In other words,
to tell the truth.
I didn’t believe him at the time, and it has taken 20 years for me to acknowledge he may
have had a point. I recall doing a column of a
fellow from my hometown who is a generation
or so older than me. We had been talking
about his family and his relationship to the
town when we broke off the interview for a
break. He went into another room, possibly
the kitchen, where I heard him talking to his
wife. She had been listening to our interview
and expressed concern that he might reveal
something embarrassing, or something that
might even cause him pain.
“Don’t forget,” she told him. “You’re talking
to a reporter.”
“I’ve known Paul all my life,” he responded
assertively. “He would never write anything
that would hurt me.”
For me, there is no escape from such a
conclusion. Story or not, there is a line I will not
cross. Often, the only truth I have going for me
is to write a story I believe in. As a columnist
I like to believe I can tease or coax enough of
the truth into the open to show what is genuine
in a person or a place. The reason I believe
that is because I live the life I write about nearly
every week in a 1,200 or so word-column.
12
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To write about the place where you were born
and live is to see it again through fresh eyes.
To write about a place you left and returned
to is like getting a second chance at love.
When I turned 18, all I could think about was
getting away and living in more exotic, more
urban places. And when I returned roughly ten
years later, I had no intention of staying. My
parents’ house was just a stopover; a place
to pull myself together before moving on. But
it didn’t turn out that way.
Fell in love, went away, returned, left again,
came back and bought a house, got married,
became unmarried, and have been here ever
since, roughly 40 years.
I was fortunate in that I had help from
unexpected quarters. When I left the Upper
Kingdom in 1963, my view of the place was
narrowly limited to my hometown. One reason
I was in such a yank to leave was to escape
the insularity that comes from living in a small
town. When I returned to live only miles from
the same small town, I welcomed the insularity
that comes from living on a backroad, off the
grid, and no other house in sight.
It didn’t last. But just when my life in the
woods seemed to be coming a dead-end, I met
people for whom the land, the woods, the roadhouses, wood stoves, and four-wheel drives
were still new — a discovery, an adventure. I
easily fell in with them. I had never owned or
driven a four-wheel rig, either. Soon I found
myself riding backroads, hunting patches
of unfamiliar woods, meeting people I had
passed up in an earlier life, and going to farms
and sugarhouses and saw mills that — were it
not for those who had make the jump from city
to town — I might not have found on my own.
While it may sound odd for a native son to be
led through his backyard by people who didn’t
know the difference between dry and green
firewood, it turned out to be an unexpected
piece of good luck. To be from a place and
not of it is a tough duality to maintain. There
is always the puzzle of how to fit in. Perhaps
that’s what I had in common with those coming
from elsewhere to live in the UK. We were all
Island Pond Historical Society
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looking for ways to fit in. Make a connection.
Be part of something. Only there was a difference. What I thought I knew, I didn’t. Before I
could find my own way, I had to accept a basic
truth: I had to see the place again with the eyes
of those who were just discovering it.
As my English teacher at Brighton High
School was fond of saying, “A noun is the
name of a place or thing.” Home, on the other
hand, defies definition. As a writer I have only
been able to get at it in bits and piece, such
as: a ride with my parents out to Buck’s Flat
where we would park at the turnout next to
the Clyde River and find reception on the car
radio to listen to the Brighton Bearcats play in
a tournament basketball game in that far off
and exotic place called Barre.
There is also finality I associate with home
— a sense of coming full circle that sadly but
realistically finds it most poignant expression
at a hometown wake. Here is one of those
moments, taken from an excerpt from my
latest book, Crossing Jack Brook: Love and
Death in the Woods:
To live in a small town is to live in proximity
to death. And when death does come, there
is no wake like a hometown wake. At no other
time is the past recalled so animatedly. The
dead arouse us in ways we cannot imagine.
A few years before she died, I took Elin to
a fellow’s wake whom she had met through
me one morning as we were having breakfast downtown. From over a soda fountain
counter, Dodie had lent his ear to many kids
from my youth. His towering height gave him
a commanding presence, and no one I have
ever met could work the English language like
he could. He was a master of the superlative.
“Paul,” he said to me that day at breakfast, rushing over to our table like a maitre’d.
“Where did you ever meet this gorgeous
creature? You’re beautiful, my dear. Simply
beautiful. Wonderful, just wonderful to meet
you. Isn’t she marvelous, Paul? That bracelet?
Absolutely perfect. Perfect. Did you ever live
in New York City?”
Rocky was impressed. “Who was that man,
2014

again?” she asked after he left the table.
A year or two went by, and when word
reached us that Dodie had died in Florida and
they were bringing him home to bury, she put
on the bracelet he had admired and went with
me to the wake, wearing her finest New York
City look. Raymond, his brother who had taken
care of Dodie during his illness, came over to
us as soon as we entered the parish center.
He led us to the casket where, dressed to the
nines, Dodie looked handsome and regal.
After embracing us, Raymond told a story.
When the two of them were running their store
on the corner, they often took a drink at the
end of the business day. And when Dodie became so ill that he could no longer lift a glass,

Raymond moistened a cloth with scotch and
brought it to Dodie’s lips. “I told him: ‘By God,
we’re going to have our cocktail.” We stood in
front of the casket as people do and admired
how natural Dodie looked in death. “He was
quite a cat, wasn’t he?” Raymond said.
I enjoyed speaking at the Society’s annual
meeting, and thanks for having me. It gave
me an opportunity to revisit two themes that
Paul Lefebvre

This photo of a man enjoying a good read was taken around 1900 is a print from a glass
negative from the P.H. Dale / F.S.Marsh collection.
Island Pond Historical Society
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The above photo shows the Ganes shirt factory which was located across from Alder and
Railroad Streets. The shirt making operation was moved by the Ganes family to central Massachusetts where they lived. The rest of the small buildings in front of the factory were all
removed in the 1902 expansion. The largest building was a freight shed that was moved over
by the new freight shed and creamery. The shirt factory burned and was rebuilt as a two story
building. The photo was reproduced from the P.H. Dale / F.S. Marsh glass negative and was
taken near the corner of Cross and Main Streets before 1900.
Taken after 1901,(right photo) when the Railroad YMCA was built about where the present
supermarket is located. Next to it going west
on Railroad Street was a tennis court in the
1920s. Then the shirt factory, which was only
two stories high then. Next was Logies building
and then two warehouses owned by Maroneys and Sweeny existed. Into the 1950s, the
factory was Ben Conroy’s furniture factory. In
the foreground, the large building to the right
was moved to make way for the present station
complex and footbridge (1903 - 1970).
Island Pond Historical Society
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Brighton High School
-Only a Memory-

was warning us of the danger, puffs of smoke
burst through the hall floor around the register. There was plenty of excitement, but no
disorder. Mr. Parsons calmly asked two boys
to ring the school bell, and then told the girls
to get their wraps as quickly as possible. Not
one of us had ever heard of a fire drill but our
passing was rapid and orderly. When we
turned at the landing and saw the frightening
blaze that was being fanned by air from the
open door, we paused. Should we jump from
a nearby window or take a chance of reaching the door? We drew our tam-o-shanters
over our hair, wrapped our coats more tightly
around us, and then ran down the stairs and
out of the building. Not one pupil suffered
the slightest injury, but Lottie Davis did lose
her pinch-nose glasses. Soon the blaze was
streaming through the tower, the bell fell, and
before mid-night all that was left of our school
house were the molten metal of the bell and
the granite walls of the cellar”.
The Brighton School that most of us knew
was erected on the same site at a cost of
$7,554.00 by O. S. Eaton in 1895. At that time
there were 400 students in the 12 Brighton
schools including kindergarten.
The gradual closing of one-room schools
continued for a half a century with the school
on Mountain Street absorbing the enrollment
from the district. The elementary students
were housed on the first floor. The high school
classes were on the upper floor and eventually
utilized space in the basement which also had

By Linda Bresette
I was one of a class of seventeen that was
the last class to graduate from Brighton High
School in June of 1967. I was recently given
an article by Pat Hunt that she had written for
a local paper the day after graduation. The
article covered a great deal of history about the
schools in Island Pond over the years and that
information is what I have used for this article.
The first schoolhouse was established
beside Dr. Coe’s roadside post office in 1829,
according to research by the late George N.
Dale. Miss Lucy Kilby was the first teacher.
Eventually there were a dozen small schools
in the area. The largest building, which later became the high school, was erected on
Mountain Street in 1869.
On August 13, 1880 the Essex County
Herald announced that Island Pond was to
have a new high school. C. L. Rich was the
first principal of that school. It was originally
called Island Pond High School and later became Brighton High School.
In 1885 the building was completely renovated and moved back 50 feet from the street.
In 1889 the building was remodeled again and
two rooms were added at a cost of $1,631.00.
On November 25, 1893 the building burned to
the ground.An account of the fire was included
in “Reminiscence of a ‘94er”, a letter
written by Miss Ella Mackenzie, the
second oldest living graduate at the
time. “November 25, 1893, the pupils
and their friends had a Promenade.
They had ordered plenty of heat from
Alfred Bishop and Claude Foster, the
school janitors, but were not prepared
for the boy’s generosity.
During the evening when the latter
came from the basement, he faced
a wall in the lower corridor that was
burning more briskly than the fire in
the furnace. Seconds later while he
Island Pond Historical Society
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become the hot lunch room. A high point in
enrollment was in 1958 with 92 in high school
immediately following the closing of St. Mary’s
High School.
In November 1958 a state engineer on a
routine inspection of the 65-year-old structure ordered the high school rooms on the
second floor closed immediately because of
the dangerous conditions
that he had found. The
enforced recess lasted
about two weeks while
timbers were installed
under the ceilings, steel
posts were extended
from the basement for
support and steel rods
with turnbuckles were
used to pull the walls in
for reinforcement. All of
these repairs were considered to be temporary.
Another emergency
arose the following year
when fire broke out in
the central partitions from the chimney, again
forcing school to close while necessary repairs
were made. Damage of about $5000.00 was
covered by insurance.
A citizen’s committee of 15 had been
formed a few years before and made recommendations for some long range
plans. The school directors
working with some members of
this committee hired an architect
and presented plans for a new
school to be constructed on upper
Mountain Street with a bond issue
of $360,000.00. At a special town
meeting in December 1961, the
school proposal was defeated by
a vote of 256 to 104.
Studies also began with other
towns in the area, Derby, Orleans, Lyndon Institute and possible union high schools. After
Island Pond Historical Society

meetings of various combinations of school
boards and towns and several new school
proposals in the area towns meeting were
defeated at the polls, the North Country Union
High School in Newport and the Lake Region
Union high School in Orleans emerged.
Brighton voted to join the North Country
Union August 11, 1965 by
a vote of 244 to 60.
In the fall of 1967,
the high school students
began the transition to
North Country Union High
School. The Pleasant
Street School was closed
and grades one through
eight were housed in the
six largest rooms of the
Mountain Street building.
In 1971, when the
new Brighton Elementary School was under
construction on Pherring
Street, voters authorized
the School Directors to
turn over the old school
to the Selectmen when it was no longer to be
used. The new school opened its doors in the
fall of 1971.
The town was about to sell the old school
to the Evangelical Baptist Church when a fire
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This photo (above) taken around 1900 was
Recent Museum Donation
recently printed from a collection of glass negThe Society is very pleased to have reatives donated by Dr. Porter Dale. The view
ceived
the below glass display case from Jean
looks across Derby Street and into the village.
Pierre and Jocelyne Gervais. The Gervais’
had used the case to display watches in the
first grocery store that they operated in the
Life Members
Buck & Doe building from 1974 to 1984. In
1984 they built and moved into the new store
Lucille Aldrich Bresse
that we all knew as “JP’s Market” (currently
Dora Ann Paradis Goulet
known as Kingdom Market). The case will
Dale Reginald Lamere
be a wonderful way for the Society to display
Edwina Dubois Pontbriand
historical artifacts for viewing by our visitors
Ethel Samson Rivers
to the museum. We are grateful to JP and
Mildred Currier Stott
Jocelyne for their generous donation.
Pauline "Polly" Walker

Recent Deaths

Non-Members

Betty Buchman
Lyle Cargill
Neil Coe
Sandra J. Crowe Doucette
Brian Gillis
Elmeria Labor
Richard Rondinone
Pauline June Marsden
James Smith
Louis Tyler
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Taken around 1900 this photo shows the corner of the opera block and freight houses and
the second railroad station. All were removed with the building of the 1903 station. Further
west, the auto bridge was built in 1902 and existed right up to the 1970s. In 1904 all highways crossing the railroad were replaced by the wooden overpass.
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